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613 Update // Parkways for People talk@socialmotion.ca
Turn Storm Damage into Public Art
June 16, 2022 at 11:45 AM
Concerned Citizens neil@parkwaysforpeople.ca

Feedback, suggestions? Hit Reply to let us know.
613 Update will be taking a break for most of July and August.
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1. Parkways for People: Could This Storm Damage
Be Turned into Public Art?

A beautiful branch came down on QED parkway just across from Patterson Creek
bistro. Could we save and repurpose this; say, find an indigenous artist to turn it into
a piece of public art for the bistro ... a small but valuable step in advancing
reconciliation ...?

2. Word on the Street
Toronto City Council is considering scaling back the ActiveTO Lakeshore Blvd
program -- which reserves 6km of eastbound lanes for active users on
weekends; with westbound lanes open for cars -- despite being a brilliant
success, widely popular (see graphic) and the embodiment of what Toronto
aspires to be.
Indigenous art displays are turning up on MUPs alongside LRT construction
sights.
3 suggestions for fixing the e-scotter sidewalk problem.
A YouTube rabbit hole well worth going down: @NotJustBikes
NCC pathways could use some photoluminescent paint, like they have in
Montpellier, France.
Britannia Bay resident collecting, fixing and distributing bikes for Ukrainian
refugees, providing them with the freedom to get around Ottawa. Also,
lovingly told in this week's excellent Bike Tales podcast.
Council is looking at preliminary steps to update zoning to include
affordable housing options.
The lifetime cost of owning a small car is about US$689,000 (of which
society pays 40%).
Is Toronto catching up to Montreal in bike infrastructure?
Do many local sports clubs operate like a city amenity, and deserve
favourable tax treatment?

All residential streets in Rideau-Vanier and Capital wards are now 30km/h
max speed.
CBC weather guy, Ian Black, is retiring today after 33 years!

3. This Week's Big Idea: Place Making Begins with
the People
Place making is, quite simply, the art of making a place people want to go. It is
rarely achieved through a top-down process (looking at you, Lansdowne) for the
simple reason that we are all free to choose where we go or not go -- and no one
knows what we want better than we do ourselves.
Place making doesn't need to be big or expensive. But it needs to start with people
sharing how they would use a space. Some impromptu street chess showed up on
Rideau St over the past week, as a perfect example of how places are made. Let's
hope the powers that be don't make it disappear!

4. Stand Up For Something
(new listings first)

The City of Ottawa wants your feedback on "Road and Transit Project Evaluation
Criteria", for use in the Transportation Master Plan. Provide comments by 30 June,
such as the ideas explored in this thread.
For anyone looking for a social bike ride around Ottawa, #ottbikesocial will be out
every Thursday evening starting at 7pm from these departure points.
June is #LetsBikeMonth in Ottawa. Sign up, bike and win prizes.
Ecology Ottawa is giving away free tree saplings (22 native species) over the
summer, with many different pick up options.

5. Bike Ottawa Suggested Reading
Tires produce far more particles than exhausts in modern cars: and the
heavier your vehicle, the faster you wear them down ...
A look at Montreal as a model for the rest of Canada? Can we finally say
goodbye to the 'We're not Amsterdam!" excuse?
Cars are inefficient, expensive, and drivers kill 3,700 people ever day
worldwide. So why are we still building cities around them?
"Getting away to nature" by car is often the only way. You've probably
noticed Gatineau Park is making it easier to get to the park without a car.

Is it just the commute that keeps you from the office?
Parking minimums impact city building - from housing affordability to
incentivizing people to drive more and walk/roll/bike less ...
What's the vision for Ottawa? Design, function, and a place for people? Can
we ever rise above being seen as bland?
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